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From the Editor; 
Possible future scenarios for Soviet-occupied Eastern Europe are the topic of this issue. Sally Boss's article points out that 
while the American-Soviet dialogue goes on, Eastern Europe continues to decline economically and culturally, possibly with 
Soviet connivance. while the Russian nomenklatura benefits on a large scale from Mikhail Gorbachev's public relations 
campaign in the West. Moscow's long-range plan may be to reduce the peoples ofEast em Europe to third world status. As 
the statistics wereproduce show. over the last quarter-century Eastern Europe has exported more than the Soviet Union. Were 
it not for the Soviet occupation, Eastern Europe could become an economic giant surpassing the USSR in global economic 
competition. Preliminary official statistics for 1987 show that for the first time, the Soviets have acknowledged that East 
European exports to the USSR exceed Soviet exports to Eastern Europe. 
What these statistics do not show is the siphoning off of wealth from EE to the USSR by means ofphony exchanges. Certain 
East European exports to the USSR, such as Polish ships made in the shipyards of Gdaflsk and Szczecin, require parts which 
Poland has to purchase for dollars at the free market rates. She then sells these ships to the Soviets for rubles. The official 
value of the ruble is $l.66; the free market value in Vienna is $0.10. 
That events in Eastern Europe are watched by the Chinese is indicated by a book on the "Polish crises" recently published 
in the People's Republic of China. It has been reviewed for us by a Marxist historian from Shanxi University. 
Patriotism is a form ofresistance which the peoples ofEastern Europe have occasionally displayed, and which has irritated 
those in the West who are secure in their nationalism. An eighteenth-century poem on the "worthy love of the homeland" 
has been calligraphed for us by Andrzej Kot, an artist who specializes in ex -librises and calligraphy. The poem is prescriptive 
rather than descriptive, yet it has been identified with the self-perception of many East Europeans. It says: "0 worthy love 
of the homeland.! Only noble souls are able to experience thee.! Thou canst withstand poison, imprisonment and 
discrimination.! It is worth living in poverty and sometimes even to die! In order to uphold and sustain thee." 
"Mr. Kot's graphics regularly appear in The SarmatianReview. Author Ignacy Krasicki (1735-1801) was a poet and a Catholic 
bishop. 

Soviet Policy in Eastern Europe 

Sally R. Boss 

Eastern Europe consists of six countries occu
pied by the Soviets since World War 2: Poland, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, East Germany, Bul
garia and Romania. Albania and Yugoslavia enjoy 
an adjunct status: while remaining communist, 
they are not patrolled by Red Army units stationed 

on their soiL 
The six countries ofSoviet-occupied Eastern Eu
rope have a population of 112 million (140 million, 
including Yugoslavia and Albania). As shown by 
the table on page 1, their total exports consistently 
exceed those of the Soviet Union. 
In that context, it makes sense to ask: what are the 
long-term Soviet plans for Eastern Europe? 
As always in long-term planning, the Soviets have 
undoubtedly considered several options. Let us 
deal with one possible option which can be de
scribed as planned reduction of Eastern Europe's 
economic, cultural and demographic importance, 
and relegation of its peoples to third world status 
("the africanization of Eastern Europe," in the 
words of Polish journalist Wojciech Gielzynski). 

One of the greatest triumphs of Soviet foreign 
policy over the last quarter-century has been the 
building of a perception in the United States that 
the largely Catholic East European countries are 
more backward than Russia, and that they are 
irrelevant to Realpolitik. 

Paradoxically, in the decade after World War 
2, when Eastern Europe lay prostrate at the feet of 
the Red Army, it was perceived as more effective 
than it is today. In 1956, during the Hungarian 
Rising, American public opinion was by no means 
unanimous in saying that the Russians would win. 
There was hope that the Hungarians might win if 
Americans helped them. Today, public opinion 
takes it for granted that any armed uprising in 
Eastern Europe would be doomed to failure. 
Nor is this perception of ineffectiveness and ir
relevancy reducible to military affairs. Not long 
ago, it was taken for granted that in spite of the 
Soviet military might, the citizens of Eastern Eu
rope lived better and were more democratically 
minded than the Russians. This perception was 
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shared by the Russians themselves. Moscow and 
Lenigrad Party functionaries traveled to Eastern 
Europe to acquaint themselves with "capitalist" 
trends in music and literature, to get a glimpse of 
women's fashions and a foretaste of western social 
customs. An old joke says that when a Soviet func
tionary traveled to Paris and the train stopped in 
Warsaw, he thought that he was already in Paris. 
Such was the situation in the 1950s and the 1960s. 

The Soviets have worked patiently to change 
this. The winds ofdetente and cold war ebbed and 
flowed, but Soviet policy toward Eastern Europe 
has endured. The results have become increasingly 

visible in the 1980s. 


First, by comparison with the 1960s, the econ

nomic situation of Russians has improved, while 
that of East Europeans has worsened (in Poland 
and Romania), or has stagnated (in Czechoslova
kia and, recently, Hungary). Poland in particular 
has not been allowed to move into the capital 
formation stage, as its still-private agriculture has 
been kept in a state of suspended animation by 
arbitrary imposition of ridiculously low prices on 
agricultural goods, as compared with industrial 
goods (an old Bolshevik idea). Capital transfers 
from West Germany to East Germany have so far 
prevented this Soviet satellite from major decline. 

In contrast, things have improved at least for that 
segment ofSoviet society which is known as nom
enklature, that is for some thirteen million Rus
sians who form the bulk of the ruling class in the 
Soviet Union. Through state subsidies and numer
ous "exchange programs" with the West, a thou
sand points oflight have been created for them. An 
entire class ofRussians now travels to the West and 
has learned to use western resources. Russian rep
resentatives on American TV comfortably and 
habitually use the power of the western media, 
quite unlike the occasional East European "dissi
dents" who have not been trained to perform in 
these circumstances. While food lines are still 
common in the Soviet Union, Moscow's and 
Leningrad's department stores in the 1980s do not 
at all resemble the sorry places they were twenty 
years ago. Perks and privileges for the nomenkla
ture allow some 10% of Russians to live in condi

tions which would make an ordinary Romanian 
green with envy . Yet twenty or thirty years ago, it 
was the Romanians (not to speak of Poles and 
Czechs) who were the envy of the Russians. 
Inefficient as it is, Soviet economic policy is 
geared toward bettering the economic position of 
Russians at the expense of non-Russians both 
withinandoutsidetheSovietUnion.lttookseveral 
decades to develop economic mechanisms which 
favor the Soviets, particularly Russians, and put 
the interests ofEast Europeans second. Poland has 
been "counseled" to develop heavy industry even 
though her economic potential, like Denmark's, is 
better suited to light industry and agriculture. 
Czechoslovakia's arms-producing industries have 
been exploited to capacity, leaving the kind of 
pollution behind which recently made Bratislava's 
city fathers claim that theirs was the most polluted 
city in the world. Romania is a basket case, eco
nomically speaking, after decades of rigid eco
nomic control and Soviet exploitation of Roma
nian oil reserves in the Ploesti region. Romanians 
are now dependent on Soviet oil. 
The economicmodel imposed by the Soviets on 
Eastern Europe has brought disaster to the region. 
How to calculate it in economic terms? Can one 
speculate about economic reparations which the 
Soviets ought to pay to East Europeans, in a way 
similar to those paid by West Germans to the sur
vivors of Nazi terror? But economists have not in
vented a method which allows one to put a dollar 
figure on losses to the economy caused by com
mand style planning whose nerve center is in 
Moscow. 
Second, the Soviets have gained an edge in the 
propaganda war with the West. While Phyllis 
Oakley and Charles Redman are not household 
words in the Soviet Union, Vladimir Pozner and 
Gennadi Gerasimov are as well known in the 
United States as are many American TV personali
ties. Their appearances on TV propagandize a 
perception that the so-called fragmentation of 
power is the greatest possible evil, and that Ameri
cans should come to an agreement with the Rus
sians even if this means enslavement of a hundred 
and twelve million of East Europeans. 
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The Soviets have been instrumental in injecting
into western media an opinion that Gorbachev is 
more open-minded than the East European re
gimes. Reports of the January 1989 events in Pra
gue, where political police treated the demonstra
tors to a menu of water canons, beatings and 
arrests, implied that the Czech leadership is obtuse, 
brutal and backward, as opposed to the enlightened 
and reliable leadership in Moscow. On February 
22, 1989, the Washington Post opined that the 

Whereas the new openness in the Soviet 
Union is strengthening ties westward, 
glasnost in Eastern Europe may be 
having a greater impact on eastward 
linkages. 

Owen Johnson, Indiana University 

Czech leadership "has resisted the reform policies 
sweeping the Soviet bloc." To bolster this, the Post 
quoted human rights activists who said that the 
"highly orthodox Communist leadership" has 
closed ranks against the political liberalization of 
the Soviet President Gorbachev. In an interview 
published in Uncaptive Minds (January-February 
1989), an anonymous East German oppositionist 
maintained that in East Germany, "Soviet newspa
pers are sometimes withdrawn from newsstands 
while articles critical of perestroika appear in our 
press." This in a country which has the largest 
amount ofSoviet-controlled military hardware per 
square mile in the world! Finally, the recent police 
murders of two Polish priests, Popiefuszko and 
Niedzielak, helped to reinforce abroad an opinion 
that Poland is an uncivilized and brutal country 
where lynching is still used by the contestants for 
power. In a word, a perception seems to be in the 
making that Eastern Europe is an area without 
political culture and very much in need of a firm 
Soviet hand to control its pogrom-minded masses 
and authoritarian governments, and that it lacks 
the maturity necessary for the formation of sover
eign, secular and democratic states. 
The fruits of such sowing have begun to 

ripen. Whatever the East Europeans do to throw 

off the Soviet yoke is now dismissed by some as 
nationalistic or anachronistic. On September 4, 
1988,WashingtonPost columnistEdwinM. Yoder 
Jr. described the Solidarity labor movement as 
"anachronistic." On August 23, 1988 in The Wall 
Street Journal, historian Paul Johnson bemoaned 
Eastern Europe's nationalistic aspirations, and 
scolded the Czechs for mistreating their German 
minority in the 1930s, thus fostering irredentism 

which eventually led to World War 2. 

In the meantime, the Soviets continue to be the 
unquestioned political masters of the area. If they 
did not like police behavior in Prague in January 
1989, a phone call would have sufficed to initiate a 
reversal of such policy. Days before the 
Popiduszko murder, an article criticizing the 
priest had appeared in the leading Soviet 
newspaper lzvestiia. As Ambassador Richard F. 
Staarpointed out in USSR: Foreign Policies After 
Detente (1987), Soviet military deployments 
throughout Eastern Europe, and thus the Soviet 
grip on the region, have increased in the mid
1980s. East European leaders, including Ceaus
escu, ascended to power with Soviet approval and 
they serve at the Soviets' bidding. The police and 
the army in each East European country are staffed 
with a good number of people who report directly 
to Moscow. The economies of Eastern Europe 
have been more and more tightly yoked to the 
Soviet economy. Thus it seems that the Soviets not 
only tolerate but actually foster the inept East Eu
ropean leaders, further to weaken the region and 
make it spend its energies on secondary issues, 
such as the reshufflings of the ruling team. By 
narrowing the pool of potential leaders to pro
Soviet Party members, the Soviets try to make sure 
that no able and politically experienced leaders 
emerge in Eastern Europe. Yet a perception is 
emerging in the West (and, to compound the irony, 
in Eastern Europe as well) that the East Europeans 
are unwilling or unable to generate significant re
forms. 
For years, nay for centuries, countries like 
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, East Germany, 
were nourished by the same ideals which now 
nourish western democracies. Their allocation to 
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the world ofthe East, their reduction to the backwa
ters of the Soviet empire is a step backward for 
theWest. During Gorbachev's public relations 
Blitzkrieg in 1988, we were informed by our own 
press that the light shines from the East and that the 
backward Czechs, East Germans and Romanians 
look with suspicion and incredulity at the open
ness, progressiveness and splendor of ideas ema
nating from Moscow. We were told that the rulers 
ofEastern Europe are afraid ofGorbachev's ideas; 
that they try to stem the flow of Soviet progress to 
their countries; and that the enlightened Musco
vites like Gorbachev have difficulty dealing with 

the "conservative" East European regimes. 

By narrowing the pool of potential lead
ers to Party members, the Soviets try to 
prevent an emergence in Eastern Eu
rope of able and experienced leaders. 

The reality seems quite different from this per
ception. Professor Owen Johnson of Indiana Uni
versity recently suggested that glasnost may be a 
means of opening up western resources for Russia 
to use, but closing off roads to the West for Eastern 
Europe (see a summary of Johnson's address in 
AAASS Newsletter, September 1988). The Russian 
leadership ofthe Soviet Union has a record ofusing 
critical periods in world history to isolate nations 
from contacts with anyone but Moscow. For in
stance, in the period of Soviet-Nazi friendship in 
1939-1941, the nations of Central Asia and the 
Caucasus saw their alphabets changed from Latin 
to Cyrillic, thus making their direct contacts with 
the West next to impossible. 
There is a chance that this policy of forcing the 
colonized nations to serve the goals of Soviet 
politics will succeed and that a hundred years from 
now, Eastern Europe will be, economically and 
culturally, comparable to Zimbawbe or Tanzania 
today. Its culture will consist mainly of folklore, 
and its exports will be handicrafts and raw materi
als. Its people will perhaps preserve the veneer of 
"western" customs but otherwise they will be, per
haps unbeknownst to themselves, country cousins 
of the Russians. 

But it is more probable that the nations ofEastern 
Europe will not go gently into that good night, and 
that the Soviet policy ofchoking offthe economic 
and political independence of nations will not suc
ceed as planned. This does not mean that Eastern 
Europe would manage to save itself, but it might 
follow that Western Europe would not manage to 
save itself eitherin the ensuing turmoil ofresentful 
hatred. 

The containment theory repeats the mis
take ofthe great statesmen ofthe nineteenth century 
who engineered the Holy Alliance after the defeat of 
Napoleon. The price was the uprisings of 1830, 
1831,1846, 1848, 1863, 1905 and, finally, World 
War 1 which put an end to the empires conceived 
with disregard for the essentially conservative na
tional sentiments of East Europeans. In the past, 
the blindness ofwestern governments to the perco
lating national interests of the disempowered 
peoples within the vast European empires produced 
a great war. The West's callousness today is likely 
to extract a similar price in the future. 

Through numerous 'exchange pro
grams', the Russians now have a window 
to the West which is denied to East Euro
peans. 

In the last two centuries, major wars have not 
been launched by small and independent countries. 
They were started by multinational empires put 
together by the force ofarms but unable to homoge
nize their diverse populations. A neutral Eastern 
Europe would not be a danger to European safety 
or to itself; a bloated Soviet empire is. 

In order to prevent future violence which might 
threaten both Eastern and Western Europe, the 
State Department would be well advised to start 
thinking of a plan whereby the Soviets would 
withdraw their troups from Eastern Europe, per
haps replacing them with UN troops, and eventu
ally allowing the region to become politically 
neutral within present-day borders. West Euro
pean powers would do well to nudge the Soviets 
and the Americans in that direction. 
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To accomplish this, much has to be done to 
convince the American public that such a policy 
would indeed be beneficial to American interests. 

At present, the Soviets are playing for time in 
Eastern Europe, in the hope that somewhere along 
the line, East Europeans will be so weakened by 
economic mismanagement and the psychological 
war waged against them that they will cease to 
produce Prague Springs, Hungarian Risings and 
Polish Solidaritys, and will allow themselves to be 
digested by the Soviet colossus. Their hopes may be 
fulftlled. But the complementary scenario, that 
which will bring a destruction of the West after 
Eastern Europe has finally been digested, is also a 
distinct possibility . 

Sally R. Boss 

Sally R. Boss writes for The Sarmo.tian Review and for 
the Paris Kultura. 

A volume of poems by Zdzislaw D~bicki and 
Edward Slonski. Cover by E. Trojanowski. 

Warsaw: Nowina Publishers, 1915. 

This cartoon appeared in Pravda on 28 November 1939, or 
shortly after the joint Soviet-Nazi invasion ofPoland and the 
Soviet invasion of Finland. The caption (in Russian) says: 
"The war has been started by the mad Finnish leaders. Let 
them remember that their fate will be as bitter as that of the 
former Polish government (comments made at workers' 
rallies in the Moscow factories on occasion of the Finnish 
aggression)." 

We would like to thank the following persons for 
their donations to The SarmatianReview (PIASA 
Houston Circle) in January--March 1989: 
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A view of the Polish Crises from the 
People's Republic of China 

Cheng Renqian 

Shanxi University 


Polish Crises [Bolan Weiji], by Wang 
Yizhou and Su Shaozhi. Sichuan People's 
Publishing House. Chengdu. 1988. 392 pages. 
Price 2.50 yuan. 32,000 copies printed. 

In the past three years, in an atmosphere wanned up 
by the Chinese policy of reform, social scientists 
began to ask questions about the origin and form of 
economic and political crises in socialist countries. 
Polish Crises is a work by two members of the 
Chinese Academy ofSocial Sciences who set out to 
investigate the Solidarity labor movement in 1980
81, as well as the earlier crises ofthe Polish socialist 
system. 

The title page ofPolish Crises. 

The fIrst chapter is devoted to Polish history. The 
authors speak ofthe tradition ofpatriotism (nation
alistic to some extent), sensitivity to the problem of 
independence and sovereignty, and a tendency 
toward anarchistic democracy manifesting itself in 
a refusal to acknowledge authority, to obey orders 
and to cooperate with rulers. They speak of a very 
specific influence of intellectuals on society and of 
the role of the Catholic Church as one of the 
"spiritual pillars" ofPolish society and as a partner 
in the struggle for human rights. Finally, the 
authors discuss western culture (both its positive 
and negative side) which has taken root in the 
psychology of the Polish nation; and the very 
numerous Polish emigration over the years whose 
members have established close contacts between 
Poland and western countries, and thus have put 
People's Poland in a very special and sensitive 
position. The analysis of the Polish national char
acter is done objectively and pertinently. 

The authors then pass on to post-World War 2 
Poland. They divide its history into several periods. 
The fIrst period between 1944-1947 is character
ized by the idea of"the Polish road to socialism" in
cluding "multi-party cooperation, united admini
stration, mutual supervision and common develop
ment". They conclude that "the development and 
change before 1948 were encouraging and condu
cive to the idea ofa people's democracy in Poland" 
(34). 

The second period covers the years 1948-1956. It 
was a period of "mistakes and distortions" when 
"the leadership of the Party and country practised 
wrong policies", and when the Stalinist model of 
"wartime communism" was prevalent. "Character
istic of this model is the mood of fanatic struggle, 
strict constraint of discipline and the dealing of 
crippling blows to 'class enemies' and 'alien ene
mies' within the Party and within the socialist 
movement" (385). The vicious repetitive crises 
after 1956 originate in this period. 
The fIrst crisis exploded in Poznan in 1956. "The 
Polish October" and Wfadystaw Gomutka's as
cent to power were indicators ofPoland entering a 
"hopeful stage of retrospection and criticism, 

(Continued on Page 10) 
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(Continued from Page 7) 

change of course and reform" (123). But Gomul
ka failed to live up to the people's expectations: 
what he enforced was "a system of so-called 'pure 
and poor socialism' oriented to very slow develop
ment" (385). Compared with the previous stage, 
Gomulka's rule was less fanatic and more moder
ate, but it still bore vestiges of the earlier model. 
Gomulka's economic reforms failed because they 
adhered too closely to the socialist principle of 
egalitarianism and the restraining ofconsumption, 
and it cut Polish economy off from the outside 
world. This led to Gomufka's tragic fall in the 
"December crisis" of 1970. 

The next period, from 1970-1980, covers the Gi
erek years and the rise and decline of the trade 
union Solidarity. The authors argue that Gierek 
enforced "a reformist policy with an ostensible col
oring of modernization" with a view to "recon
structing Poland" and moving it away from the 
'pure and poor socialism'." Gierek's aim was "to 
improve the living standards and to broaden con
tacts with the outside world" (386-7). Propelled by 
western loans, Polish modernization did make 
some headway and did raise the living standards 
somewhat. However, it was bound to fail because 
"its political principles, approaches to ideology 
and to management did not change at all. The goals 
of the system were still to isolate and close the 
country to outside influences, to take a stand oppo
site to the wishes ofthe people, to suppress all kinds 
of criticism. A crisis and a catastrophe followed" 
(274-5). The authors quote the Polish economist 
Wfodzimierz Brus who said that unless the totali
tarian dictatorship imported from the Soviet Union 
is changed, the crises will continue. The trade 
union Solidarity had several million members and 
became a new factor in the shaping of Polish 
reality. However, it unfortunately fell under the 
influence of extremists. At the same time, conser
vatives and extremists within the Polish United 
Workers' Party set up obstacles on the road to 
innovation and negotiation, thus sharpening social 
conflicts and contradictions and placing Poland in 
a difficult situation. The authors argue that "the 
extremists both within Solidarity and the Party 
must be held jointly responsible for the failure of 

the trade union Solidarity and the imposition of 
maniallaw" (323). In a tone of regret, the authors 
say: "In this way, a great movement came to an end; 
a movement that placed hopes on the future, took 
the working masses as its main members and 
exerted itself to the utmost for autonomy and 
socialist democracy" (323). 

The year 1983 saw the removal of military control 
and relaxation oftension, yet the authors still con
sider Poland to be in the grip of a crisis. General 
Jaruzelski, they say, is well known for his steadi
ness and moderation, and he has taken measures to 
emphasize negotiations and dialogue. 
The most intriguing part of Polish Crises is its 
Epilogue entitled "Unfinished Discussion". It 
seems to me that this title is profoundly allegoric 
and meaningful. Scholars all over the world are dis
cussing the essentials of the socialist system with
out coming, so far, to a conclusion acceptable to the 
majority of people. Today, socialist countries try 
to maintain a policy of "realistic socialism" which 
is different from the socialism advocated by the 
founders of socialist theory. 

In "Unfinished Discussion" the authors posit that 
the range of the crises occurring in Poland is wide. 
There is an economic crisis manifesting itself in a 
structural dislocation and proportional imbalance. 
There is a political crisis which manifests itself in 
a distrust toward the Party and the government. 
There is a social crisis involving psychology, mo
rality and ideology (381-3). According to the au
thors, "the seriousness of the Polish crises lies in 
their cyclicity and vigorous regeneration" (384). 

The authors say that the crises have arisen because 
"the contacts between the Polish United Workers' 
Party and other strata ofsociety (as well as contacts 
within the Party itself) have been damaged owing 
to corrupt practices; after each crisis, the Party 
comes fonh with empty promises while not chang
ing its policy or its use of power vis-a-vis the 
society" (389). Each empty promise engenders 
dissatisfaction and contains a seed ofa future crisis. 
All this is an outgrowth of the Stalinist model 
"characterized by the Party's monopoly and control 
over everything; by a highly centralized domina
tion of the economy; by stifling of inconvenient 
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criticism; and by the use ofhighly orthodox Marx
ism (in fact, Stalinism) as a conception controlling 
all ideology within the country" (390-91). The old 
institutions haven't really changed, the organiza
tion ofpolitical power has remained the same, and 
so future crises and tragedies are in the making. It 
is worth noting that this conclusion coincides with 
the opinions expressed by Secretary Gorbachev at 
the XXI Congress of the CPSU which was held at 
the time of publication of this book. 
ItOnly a recognition of the existence of crises can 
bring hope ... only in the crises ofrealistic socialism 
are the hopes of realistic socialism 
conceived ... there will be no hope without reform." 
Such are the conclusions of this book. I tend to 
think that it will not be difficult for American 
scholars to perceive its great significance. 

Cheng Renquian, tr. by Yang De-you 

Translator's Note: The Polish crises and the forma
tion ofSolidarity have time and again shocked both 
the authorities and the people in socialist countries, 
and forced them to think about their own problems 
which are more or less of the same nature as the 
Polish ones. This is why the book under review has 
generated so much interest in the People's Republic 
of China. The majority of the Chinese place hopes 
for their own future in reforms which should solve 
the kinds of problems discussed in this book. 
Americans interested in China could perhaps fmd 
some clues to Chinese problems in this book as 
well. 

Cheng Renquian is a historian specializing inPolish and East 
European affairs. His translator, Yang De-you, is a noted 
translator from Polish into Chinese. Both of them teach at 
Shanxi University in the Taiyuan Province of the People's 
Republic of China. 

Pall Joll'U1. 

(1'.....-.. 

Polish postcards illustrating A. Oppman's 
poems, by J, Perdzynski ( 1891 ). 
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Letters to the Editor 
A deportee remembers 

Your efforts to acquaint Americans with the fate of 
Polish citizens deported to the Soviet Union during 
WorldWarII (The SarmatianReview, Vol. IX, No. 
1) are commendable, but I must point out that you 
have simplified history and at times given erroneous 
infonnation. The "Report on the living conditions" 
suggests that the deportations were random. This 
might have been true in some cases; however, in the 
case of my own family, the Soviets had a list with 
specific names and professions. Thus my paternal 
grandfather, Francis Batorski, a retired Lw6w po
lice commissioner and a high official oftheDw6jka 
(comparable to the FBI), was placed in prison 
immediately after the Soviets entered Lw6w . There, 
he (and one of his two sons, Marian Batorski) died, 
while his wife, two daughters, and two grandchil
dren were deported to the Soviet Union. My pater
nal grandmother and one cousin died in the Soviet 
Union; one aunt escaped and managed to get to 
Tehran, and the other with her remaining son did 
not get "amnesty" until after World War II. 
My father, Stanislaw Batorski, was a nadleSniczy 
[National Park Manager, Ed.] in the Bialowieza 
Forest, residing in Nikor. He and all the other 
Biafowieza National Forest employees, as well as 
their families, were deported to the Ural Mountains 
via Druskienniki [children's health resort from 
which many children had also been deported. Ed.]. 
In our case, that meant my mother Janina, my sister 
Barbara and I, and my maternal grandmother who 
was visiting from Lw6w. In the Urals, my father 
was placed in a concentration camp for men. We 
have never heard from him since. My mother was 
sent to a concentration camp for women. My sister 
and I were allowed to stay with Grandmother as 
"voluntary deportees." Our ordeal did not begin the 
night the NKVD woke us up and took us to the cattle 
wagons in which we made our trip to the Ural 
Mountains, because already in Nikor we were 
terrorized by the local Byelorussian population. 
Furthennore, your editorial states that those who 
had family members in the Polish Anned Forces 
organized by General Anders were permitted to 

leave the Soviet Union. In many cases, however, 

the families of Polish soldiers were not infonned 

whether their brothers or fathers were allowed to 

leave the gulag for the army, or whether they had 

already died. For instance, I have never learned 

what happened to my father. 

When the Gennans attacked the Soviets in 1941, my 

mother was released from the camp and permitted 

to rejoin me, my sister and our grandmother. We 

obtained "amnesty," which meant that we were 

allowed to move to Uzbekistan. There, while look.:. 

ing for food, my mother came across a Polish Anny 

detachment with a truck, and they took us out of 

the Soviet Union. 

In a similar way (Le., after obtaining "amnesty" 

and with a great deal of luck), some Poles left the 

inhumane Soviet soil for Isfahan, Iran, which has 

been called a city of Polish orphanages. In Tehran, 

a Polish cemetery was established for the mass 

gravesofthose who died oftyphoid and exhaustion 

after leaving the Soviet gulag. My maternal grand

mother was buried there. 

Lastly, the Polish Government-in Exile estimate 

(quotedinyour editorial and by the author ofthe map 

of the deportations) of 1,050,000 Polish citizens 

deported to the Soviet Union is far too low. In my 

estimation, the figure is closer to two million. 

I lost seven members of my own family in the 

deportations, and I am one of the survivors. My 

estimate is based on painful personal experience 

and familiarity with the subject 


Danuta Batorska, Department of An History 
University ofHouston 

For a scholarly assessment ofthefigures and data concern
ing the 1939-1941 deportations, see Jan T. Gross, Revolu
tion from Abroad: The Soviet Conquest ofPoland's Western 
Ukraine and Western Byelorussia (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1988). We express deep sympathy to the 
writer because ofthe tragedies ofher life. We would also like 
to express hope that some reasonably powerful charitable 
organization addresses the issue ofSoviet reparations to the 
Polish victims ofStalin's brutality. The government of So
viet-dominated Poland is obviously not in a position to do so. 
While the West German government hasfaced squarely the 
issue ofreparations to the surviving victims ofthe Nazis, the 
Soviets are yet to acknowledge, let alone address, the issue 
of the non-Soviet victims ofStalin. Ed. 

Praise 
The last issue ofThe Sarmatian Review focusing 
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on "Letters from the Gulag" is the best to date. I 
read it with great interest and look forward to more 
historical articles in the SR. 

Theresa Kurk McGinley 
Department ofHistory 

North Harris County College 
A Ukrainian's opinion about SR 

Thank you very much for sending me The Sarma
tian Review. It is very interesting to read the Polish 
American opinion and perspectives. Being 
Ukrainian, I frequently find myself at odds with 
the viewpoints of your contributors--particularly 
where Ukrainian lands are still being represented 
as Polish territories. This perspective is hard for me 
to understand in view of today's geopolitical world 
and well documented historical conflicts. As ac
tive as Poland is today in attempting to distance 
itself from Moscow's yoke and gain democratic 
self-determination--it would seem that expansion
ist policies and colonialization strategies of past 
governments would be better understood in a more 
objective context. 
Please find enclosed a contribution to your publi
cation and some Ukrainian materials. It is impor
tant that active dialogue be maintained between 
our communities because both have to keep our 
perspectives in check against a common enemy. 

Michael B. Balahutrak, Houston 

The cover of Poetry (1903) by Kazimiera Zawistowska. 

In forthcoming issues: 
Anatolia Nowicka, History of the Chapter of the 
Sisters of the Third Order of St. Dominic in 
Moscow: 1923-1932. Translated and edited by 
Claire S. Allen. 
The History has been found in the Hoover Institu
tion Archives. Itcontains new and significant ma
terial about Russian Catholics. 
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BOOKS:BOOX,8 
MORE BOOKS AND 
PERIODICALS RE
CEIVED 
The Grand Failure: the Birth and Death of 

Communism in the 20th Century, by Zbigniew 

Brzezinski. New York. Scribner's. 1989. 278 

pages. Hardcover. $19.95. 

Brzezinski believes that Mikhail Gorbachev has 

unintentionally set the stage for dismantling the 

Soviet system. He doubts however that the dis

mantling will proceed peacefully. Our conclusion: 

anticipate many rainy days in Poland and Eastern 

Europe. 

Polish Agriculture: Economic Quarterly. Pub
lisher: NSZZ Sol idarnosc. Editor: Halina 

Kuczynska. Subscription: $10.00 per year indi

viduals, $12.00 institutions. 42, rue Raymond 

Marcheron, 92170 Vanves, France. 

Each issue contains a list of current prices for 

agricultural products and machinery in Poland. It 

features reports on rural Poland and intelViews 

with government officials of People's Poland re

sponsible for agriCUlture. No. l1(Autumn 1988) 

features a report by thirteen scholars associated 

with the Study Group at the Church of the Holy 

Trinity in Warsaw. A most useful publication 

which strives to bring to public attention facts and 

figures about the area ofPolish economy which the 

Soviet-controlled government has tried hardest to 

suppress: privately owned agriculture. 

Losy Polak6w w ZSSR w latach 1939-1986 [The 

Fate of Poles in the USSR: 1939-1986], by Julian 

Siedlecki. Second revised edition. London. Gryf 

Publications Ltd. 1988 [1987].403 pages, maps, 

photographs, index. An important book comple

mentary to Jan T. Gross' RevolutionfromAbroad. 

More on this later. 

Nineteenth Century Polish Painting. Warsaw-

New York. National Museum in Warsaw--Na

tional Academy of Design in New York. 1988. 

Distributed by Hippocrene Books, 171 Madison 

Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. $30.00. 


This is a catalog ofa very successful exhibition of 
Polish paintings (on loan from the National Mu
seum in Warsaw) which closed in New York on 
November 27, 1988, to reopen in Chicago in April 
1989. Fine reproductions and commentary. 

Jerzy Urban's Reforms, March 1989 •• 
Dislodged by a shock untoward, • 
A case of apples fell overboard, : 
Just as a sea of sewage past the boat did shoot, • 
Providing a fecal background for the bobbing fruit.

••
A grandmother's voice begins to quiver, • 
"What's that floating down the river?" • 

• With single shout the turd army cackles, •• "There's nobody here but us apples." • 
• Salom • 

tintZ l"'nrdut 
{tat:.I';"l:tQ 
'~v_ 

An 1891 Polish postcard illustrating A. 
Oppman's poem, by J. Perdzynski. 
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PIASA MEETING 

PLACE: Residence of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kallaby 


11935 Carriage Hill 

Houston, Texas 77063 

(In the west part of town. Go west on Briar Forest, 
turn right on Kirkwood. Carriage Hill is the last 
street on the left.) 

TIME: April 28, 1989 (Friday) 

7:30 P.M. 


SPEAKER: Dr. Danuta Batorska 


TOPIC: Contemporary Polish Tapes
tries and Gobelins 


Dr. Batorska is Associate Professor of Art History 

at the University of Houston and a longtime spe

cialist in modern tapestries. The art of tapestry 

weaving gained much popularity in Poland after 

World War 2. One-of-a-kind tapestries are sold in 


the Cepelia and Desa stores in Poland. 

All Members and Friends are invited. 


Jobs Available 
Persons registered in the Sarmatian Translator 
Registry (as well as other potential translators) are" 
encouraged to apply forinstructorship positions in 
Polish, Czech, Slovak, and Russian to the Defense 
Language Institute in Monterey, CA. Competence 
in English is essential. Both permanent and tempo
rary positions are open. Starting salaries (based on 
an evaluation of education and experience) are 
from $15,738 to $23,846 per annum. Interested 
parties should request application forms from: 
Commandant 
Defense Language Institute, FLC 
Attn: Civilian Personnel Office 
Presidio of Monterey, CA 93944-5--6 
408-647-5161/5261 
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Texas Czechs Celebrate 
The Czech Catholic Union of Texas [Katolicka 
lednota Texaska] is celebrating its l00th anniver
sary this year. The festivities will end with an open
air mass held on the church grounds at Hostyn, 
Texas, at 10:00 A.M. on July 2, 1989. The church 
is located on FM 2436, about one mile from Hwy. 
77 between Schulenburg and La Grange. For infor
mation about other festivities contact Marvin J. 
Marek, 713-437-2116, or Laddie A. Matula, Sr., 
409-968-3640. 
The exodus to Texas from the lands of the Austrian 

'" Empire known as Bohemia [Cechy] and Moravia 
began in 1852 with about 38 out of the first 74 im
migrants surviving the transatlantic voyage and 
finally arriving at Cat Springs in Austin County. 
The immigrants then moved westward and made 
Fayette County the home and hub of their disper
sion through the fertile farm lands ofTexas. Today, 
the population of their descendants in Texas is 
estimated to range between 300,000 to 750,000. In 
many ofthe small towns and hamlets ofTexas such 
as Fayetteville, Praha, Shiner, West, Ennis, No
vohrad, Moravia, Frydek, Hillje, Hungerford, 
Taylor, Granger, Temple, one can still hear the 
older people speak Czech. 
The Texas Catholic Union was founded in 1889 as 
a mutual-aid-type society and has evolved into a 
fraternal society offering its members life insur
ance and many other benefits through the 109 
lodges or societies that form the union with its 
home office in La Grange, Texas. Those interested 
in joining may call La Grange office at 409-968
3640. 

Polish at Rice 
First Year Polish (S 106a, Introduction to Polish 
Language and Culture) will be offered at Rice 
University in Fall of 1989 in the Department of 
German and Slavic Studies. The course will be 
taught by Visiting Mellon Professor of Slavic 
Studies, Antoni J. Semczuk, "on loan" from the 
University of Warsaw. The course will meet on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 1:00 p.m (room to be 
announced). Books required: Alexander Schenker, 
Beginning Polish (Yale University Press). Recom
mended are Oscar Swan, Polish Grammar (Slav
ica Publishers), and Iwo C. Pogonowski, Polish
English and English-Polish Dictionary (Hippo
crene Books). The required books will be avail
able at the Rice University Bookstore. 
Persons not currently enrolled at Rice who wish to 
take the course may arrange with the Registrar to 
audit it or to take it for credit. For information call 
Slavic Studies at 713-527-4828. 

ca
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